ENTERPRISE COMPANY MIGRATING TO AZURE DNS
Case Study
LEADERSHIP & INNOVATION

THE CHALLENGE

For nearly 30 years Men & Mice has
been recognized as a leading global
expert in DNS, DHCP and IPAM.

A customer hosting nearly 15,000 DNS zones with another service
provider wanted to migrate all their zones over to Azure DNS but needed
a set of migration tools optimized for this purpose. With distributed global
operations and a growing product portfolio, the DDI environment is
constantly changing.

The Men & Mice DDI Suite is built to
meet the DDI management challenges
of large and growing enterprise
networks through simplified overlay
software solutions that give clear
visibility and a unified management
console for multi-platform, multienvironment networks.

The most important features they needed from this toolset were:
•
•
•
•

WHY MEN & MICE DDI FOR
MICROSOFT?
Quite simply: Architecture
and Active Directory

The ability to bulk migrate or import DNS zones into Azure DNS
Use workflow extensions to automatically tag zones throughout the
migration phases.
Identify zones that have been changed at their previous provider
during the migration and would need to be updated with Azure.
After migration, they wanted to have the ability to track changes,
delegate access, see all zones across multiple subscriptions and
manage the data through APIs.

OUR SOLUTION
The customer selected Men & Mice to assist with upgrading the
management of their critical network environment. This was achieved
both by deploying the Men & Mice Suite management solution, and by
automating certain business processes in order to obtain the greatest
efficiencies.
A key part of the upgrade was to migrate all DNS infrastructure to Azure
DNS. IPAM information was migrated from another solution into the
Men & Mice Suite. With this first phase, the company was able to
achieve efficiencies in managing the DDI infrastructure.

The architecture of the Men & Mice Suite
is designed to intuitively integrate with a
Microsoft environment or multi-vendor,
multi-platform network.
Deployed quickly and easily on top of any
server environment, the Men & Mice DDI
Suite unobtrusively pulls data from critical
components to offer full-featured DDI
functionality, plus the ability to manage
and migrate between a mixture of
Microsoft and Unix environments in a
single console.

The next step was to implement a workflow module in the Men & Mice
Suite, configured to the unique requirements of the customer’s business
processes. A set of administrators, authenticated and authorized by Men
& Mice through Active Directory were allowed to make changes directly
through the Men & Mice Suite with its robust access control ensuring
they could only change entries that belong to them.

THE BENEFITS
The Men & Mice Suite lends itself well to the automation of business
processes within enterprises. This, along with specialized industry
knowledge, solid customer relationships and close collaboration with
Microsoft Azure team has enabled Men & Mice to make this strategically
critical project a great success. Our customer has increased their service
levels, improved network security and overall uptime of their critical
network resources.

